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VEIN STONE

VEIN STONE KEEPS TO THE ORIGIN TEXTURE OF ROCKS.

THE COMFORT AND TENDERNESS IN IT BRING THE ORIGINAL ELEGANCE BACK TO HOME.

600x1200mm

STONE 



600x1200mm

VEIN STONE

10mm

Grace Is All About Detail,

Truth Is A Return To Simplicity.



APRICOT GREYISH CREAM LIGHT GREY CHARCOAL

COLOR RANGE
600x1200mm
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WALL&FLOOR :
ST26662N | 600x1200mm



FLOOR: ST26660N | 600x1200mm
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FLOOR: ST26660N | 600x1200mm
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WALL&FLOOR: ST26663N | 600x1200mm

FLOOR: ST26663N | 600x1200mm
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FLOOR: ST26667N | 600x1200mm

FLOOR: ST26667N | 600x1200mm
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In addition to the technical and aesthetic qualyies of the material, in order to be a complete success

an Element Ceramics floor also requires certain requirementssuch as a foundation, an adhesive

layer and expansion joints,which together comprise a real flooring systrm.A perfect end result is

only guaranteed if the layingoperations are performed correctly.The floor should preferably be laid

using adhesives,flowing the instructions provided by the adhesive manufacturers.For decorative

tiles with precious material inserts.it is advisable to consult the instrutions anthe packaging.To make

the most of the material characteristics,we recommend flowing instructions during the laying

process:

Lay out a few piece on the floor(at least 3m)to check the overall efect Taking different from several

different boxes each time.

Do not immerse the material in water before laying.

If using the traditional laying system,tap the material until all the air bubbles have completely

disappeared from the mortar and nitil liquid cementcomes up through the spaces between the

tiles.

In the case of poloshed surfaces in particular,do not use pencils or mark out cuts on the top of the

tiles to be laid.

Wait 48-72 hours before subjecting the floor to everyday use.
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Cleaning And Maintenance

Grouting And Final Cleaning Workmanship / Dismantling The Floor

Detergents

Grouting And Final Cleaning

Special Cleaning Or Deep Cleaning

Laying

Workmanship How To Cut

You may use any detergent available on the market,at the prescibed concentration,with the

exception of hydrofluoric(HF)acid or its compound.However,it is always advisble to test the

resistance of the material on a small area first,in order to avoid alterations to the floor surface. 

When using normal drying adhesive, grout the floor after 24-48 hours, when using rapid drying

adhesives, grout after 4 hours.

When working whith polished materials in p articular, use cement grouts of a matching tone,

avoiding dark color grouts with oale materials, and vice versa.

When grouting these surfaces, it is advisable not to use flexible mortars made form synthetic

materials(Flexfughe), especially if the color contrasts that of thematerial, and not to use

additives/ latex, In factmthese products make it extremely dificult to remove any residue using

normal cleaning products. If usinggrouts with contrasting or special pigments, take care to

follow the information provided in the specifications adn test the grout on the material before

hand.

Use a rubber-coated spatula to apply the grout over the entire surface of the material.

Grout samll areas at a time, removing excess quantitile with damp sponges or clothes(using clean

water only)or specific equipment for removing excess grout, while the layer of grout is still damp.

Adequate initial cleaning is fundamental to get the best shining and to ensure cleanbility and easy

everyday maintenance. Initial cleaning should therefore beperformed immediately after laying, using

acid-based products, surubbing gard and rinsing with plenty of water. This will make it posible to

remove any grout, adhesive and cement residue, etc. You may use any detergent available on the

market, with the sole exception of products containing hydrofluoric acid (compounds and

derivatives) as provided for by standard EN 14411.

We recommend protceting the laid fooring carefully. When arrying out other operations such as

painting, plumbing or other work, we recommend covering the floor with PVC sheets, airballs or

fabrics once it has been laid.

Clean the floor with a rough cloth soaked in lukewarm water and basic detergent for organic

dirt(grease,oil foods) and caid detergent for inorganic dirt,cement and imescale.At the end of

this process,rinse the floor with clean lukewarm water.

Suitable,professional tools,always checking their cutting capacity and replacing consumable parts

when necessary,For accurate cutting,use a traditional cutter,checking the condition of the cutting

wheel before use.For circular cuts,create a template and place it on the part in question,marking

out the cut in pencil.Using an angle grinder with diamond blade,proceed to make cut without

applying too much pressure.

CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES


